Teaching Effectiveness Taskforce  
Self-Reflection Subcommittee 
December 4, 2020 

Members: Sanjiv Bhatia, Ann Steffen, Tareq Nabhan, and Nancy Singer 

Committee Supports: Keeta Holmes and Jen McKanry 

I. Sharing and Discussion about Possible UMSL Approach 

II. Discussion about Process Self-Reflection could take 

III. Discussion about Piloting Self-Reflection in Spring 2021 

IV. NSF Advance Grant opportunity to review process for self-reflection 

V. Next Steps 
   A. Edits of self-reflection template/guiding questions - Due in January 
   B. Draft of process for the pilot - Due in January 
   C. Writing up a description of the pilot and explanation to chair/faculty in willing departments - Due in January 
   D. Refinement of Teaching Effectiveness Definition - Due in January 
   E. Begin drafting the recommendation to the Faculty Senate (iterative process for the spring)